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Abstract 

An effort was made to construct two strupturaliy similar risk-taking 

tasks in order to evaluate inter-task consist�ncy of individual differences.· 

Only the mode of response differed between tatks. In one task; isub::fects' cho�e 
i' �---

their preferred bet within each of a number of pairs of bets. In the 

other, they set selling prices for these same bets. A measure of the�E.D ect� ..... , 

preference for "long shot" gambles was obtain�d from each response. Reliable 

individual differences were found for each measure. However, the inter-

measure correlation was relatively low considrring the high degree of simi

larity between tasks. It is argued that the two response modes triggered 

different methods of processing information about probabilities and payoffs 

in a way that 

consistency. 

perturbed individual differenc·es and reduced inter-task 

Information�pr8cessing considerations may be one important 
( ' 
.... _, 

component of the situation specificity prevalent in risk-taking. behavior.�

These results imply that high correlations are unlikely between risk-taking 

measures in structurally·different settings or between risk-taking and 

other behaviors. 

















expected values ranged from +10 points to +30p-points. Table l presents 

the first 6 pairs in· the choice fcondi tio�-t�i: illustrate their character

istics. 

,, 

Insert Table l about here 
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Instructions. For th,e choice task, each;-subject was simply asked to 

choose, from each pair, the betl..!_,ti�t',he prefetred to play. After each 

choice, subjects indicated how strongly they preferred their chosen bet by 

11 

marking one of-four lines on their answer she¢t; the first line was labeled 

"slight" preference and the fourth was labele� "very strong" preference. The 
!: 
..

instructions suggested that the two intermediate lines might be labeled 

� � . .-:\___._ - - - ;i i "moderate "l and "strong.". - -�-·--- -- . -

The instructions for the sell±ng-price response were more involved. The 

subject was told to imagine that he owned a ticket to play the bet and was 
li 

asked to name a minimum selling price ·such th�t he would be indifferent to 

playing the bet or receiving the selling pricE:!. All the persuasions dis

cussed by Becker, De (;root, and Marschak ( 19.6�) were used to convince the 

subject that it was in his best :interest to state, as his selling price, 

exactly what that bet was -worth to him -- no �ore and no less. Specifically, 

the subject was told that the experimenter would choose a co.unterQoffer, 

against which to compare the subject's price,by spinning the roulette 

wheel and entering the number so obtained.in a conversion table specially 

designed for each bet. The conversion table was a list of the 36 roulette 

numbers with a counter'._:offer associated with each number. If the counter:::=i 
































